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Chevron and GreenGulf Sign Agreement to Study Solar Energy in Qatar

DOHA, Qatar, 25 April 2010 —Chevron Qatar Energy Technology QSTP-B, an affiliate of Chevron Corporation,
and GreenGulf Inc. QSTP-B (GreenGulf), a Qatar-based renewable energy and clean technology company,
today announced the signing of a memorandum of understanding for a joint study to test solar energy
technologies and their application in Qatar.

The research will be performed at Qatar Science & Technology Park (QSTP). The project will collect and
evaluate the data provided by technologies to be located at a 35,000 square meter solar test site at QSTP.
The project will also study the performance of different photovoltaic and solar thermal technologies.

The project supports QSTP’s strategy for assisting in the development of a national solar energy industry in
Qatar. Solar technologies vary in their sensitivity to dust and heat and use different amounts of land and
water, which can reflect their relative costs. Measurements obtained over a period of years under Qatar
climate conditions are expected to help local planners evaluate, select and install technologies best suited to
local conditions.

Under the memorandum of understanding Chevron and GreenGulf will each invest up to $10 million in the
study program, with Chevron’s investment part of an initial $20 million commitment to QSTP. Technology
tests are expected to commence in late 2010 and continue for two to four years.

Omran Al-Kuwari, CEO of GreenGulf Inc, said “We see solar as potentially an important part of the region’s
future energy mix. Together with energy efficiency, we need to identify appropriate technologies and
applications and demonstrate that they are sustainable solutions. GreenGulf’s joint study with Chevron
provides a strong foundation on which to build that knowledge and ensure that we are updated on this
rapidly moving industry.”

Carl Atallah, Vice President of Chevron Qatar Energy Technology, said “Bringing together parties with
appropriate strengths is the key to successful projects. Chevron’s technical expertise, GreenGulf’s
entrepreneurial vision and Qatar Foundation’s science community at QSTP bring together excellent resources
for studying solar energy. Chevron is proud to take a lead technical role in this study on sustainable energy in
Qatar.”

Dr. Tidu Maini, Science & Technology Advisor to HH Sheikha Mozah Bint Nasser Al Missned and Executive
Chairman of QSTP, said “In order to commercialize solar technologies and realize their full potential, we must
carefully understand the environmental effects such as dust, humidity, and radiation patterns. From this we
can build realistic cost parameters based on actual Qatar conditions. I commend Chevron and GreenGulf on
their partnership and am proud that QSTP will be the center for this vital solar research.”

Chevron announced in February 2009 that it will establish its Center for Sustainable Energy Efficiency (CSEE)
at QSTP and is now in the process of building out the Center. Through the CSEE Chevron supports Qatar’s
goal for energy sustainability through research, demonstration and training of solar power and energy
efficiency technologies. The Chevron CSEE will identify solar power, solar air-conditioning and buildingefficiency technologies that work best in Middle Eastern conditions. The Center is scheduled to open in mid
2010.
-- Ends --

About Chevron Corporation
Chevron is one of the world’s leading integrated energy companies, with subsidiaries that conduct business
worldwide. The company’s success is driven by the ingenuity and commitment of its employees and their
application of the most innovative technologies in the world. Chevron is involved in virtually every facet of
the energy industry. The company explores for, produces and transports crude oil and natural gas; refines,
markets and distributes transportation fuels and other energy products; manufactures and sells
petrochemical products; generates power and produces geothermal energy; provides energy efficiency
solutions; and develops the energy resources of the future, including biofuels. Chevron is based in San
Ramon, Calif. More information about Chevron is available at www.chevron.com.

About GreenGulf
GreenGulf is a Qatar-based business focused on renewable energy and clean technologies. Launched in
2008, it provides advisory services on the development of solar and other renewable energy projects in the
Middle East and North Africa region. The Solar Test Facility project was announced on March 18, 2009, under
the patronage of Her Highness Sheikha Mozah Bint Nasser Al-Missned, Chairperson of the Qatar Foundation.
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Cautionary Statement Relevant to Forward-Looking Information for the Purpose of “Safe Harbor” Provisions of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Some of the items discussed in this press release are forward-looking statements about Chevron’s activities. Words such
as “anticipates,” “expects,” “intends,” “plans,” “targets,” “projects,” “believes,” “seeks,” “estimates,” “budgets”
and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. The statements are based upon
management’s current expectations, estimates and projections; are not guarantees of future performance; and are subject
to certain risks, uncertainties and other factors, some of which are beyond the company’s control and are difficult to
predict. Among the factors that could cause actual results to differ materially are changes in prices of, demand for and
supply of crude oil and natural gas; actions of competitors; the potential disruption or interruption of production and
development activities due to war, accidents, political events, civil unrest, or severe weather; government-mandated
sales, divestitures, recapitalizations and changes in fiscal terms or restrictions on scope of company operations; and
general economic and political conditions. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements,
which speak only as of the date of this press release. Unless legally required, Chevron undertakes no obligation to update
publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

